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In classical Indian culture, dance is a demanding physical discipline. Dance
prepares the mind for spiritual leaps: the dancer enters a trance, the dancer
and the dance become one, reenacting the union of the individual soul with
the transcendent divine.
The great Hindu god Shiva has many aspects or forms. Here he appears as
Natarāja, the Lord of the Dance. The dance illustrates Shiva’s role as the deity
who destroys the cosmos so that it can be renewed again. Shiva oversees the
endless cycles of time, marking its pace with his drum and footsteps.
In about the mid-tenth century, the rulers of the Chola dynasty in South India
chose Natarāja as their clan deity. As a result, artists made many sculptures
of Natarāja. Some were made of granite. Others, like this one, were made of
cast metal and reserved for sacred processions. Long poles would have been
inserted into the holes in the lotus-petal base, so that worshipers could carry
the sculpture—draped in silk garments and garlands of flowers—through the
streets on festival days.
Let’s look closely at this sculpture.
•

Shiva stands within a circle. Long ago, small sculpted flames would have
been placed around the edge of the circle, but these were lost to damage.
If complete, the circle of fire suggests the flame that consumes all in the
destruction at the end of an era. You can still see incised swirl patterns on
the circle, suggesting the movement of flames.

•

Shiva has long, matted locks of hair. At the top of his head, these have
been piled up in a spreading fan shape, which then connects to the circle
of flame. To the side of Shiva’s head, more locks of hair fan out to the
side, filled with small flowers. The Goddess Ganga is enmeshed in Shiva’s
hair. (She had been taken captive by the Moon, and Shiva saved her when
she fell to earth by allowing her to land in his matted hair.) Shiva’s wild hair
suggests the frenzy of his dance.

•

Shiva has four arms! Many Hindu deities are represented in art with
multiple arms, legs, or even heads, as a way to indicate that they have
superhuman powers. In Shiva’s upper right hand, he holds a small drum,
known as a damaru, with which he beats out the rhythm of his dance. In
his upper left hand he holds a small flame, signifying the powers of both
destruction and creation. He holds his lower right hand with the palm up,
in a gesture of reassurance. Shiva’s lower left hand points down toward his
foot, calling our attention to the fact that he is trampling a demon.

•

The demon lying under Shiva’s foot represents ignorance and evil.

•

Shiva wears a short dhoti—a sort of close-fitting kilt—as well as quite
a bit of jewelry. A cobra, a symbol of Shiva’s yogic power, wraps around
his torso.

An ancient Chola poem describes the symbolism of Natarāja this way:
The sound of his sacred drum awakens the cosmos into being;
his uplifted hand of hope sustains and protects it;
with his purifying fire, ego is destroyed;
his foot planted on the ground is an abode of rest for the tired soul,
caught in the binds of illusion;
and his lifted foot promises release.
Pronunciation guide:
Shiva Natarāja = SHEE vah Nah tah RAH zha (Sanskrit)
Chola = CHO lah

Discussion and Activities
1. Look closely at the sculpture. Compare photographs of the sculpture
from different angles, available online and on the back of the poster.
What do you notice about this figure? What can you identify? What
do you see that suggests dance? What do you see that suggests
destruction and creation?
2. Let’s try to get a sense of what it feels like to be this form of Shiva.
Start by warming up.
• Stand with space around you.
• Roll your shoulders—backwards, forwards, backwards.
• Begin with the top of your head and roll down, vertebra by vertebra,
until you touch your toes, shins, or knees. Roll back up.
• Plant your feet hip distance apart. Without moving your feet or
falling over, shift your weight: forward, backward, right side, left
side. One circle clockwise, one counterclockwise.
• Now, pose as Shiva. Lift one leg. Position your arms—you choose
which of Shiva’s arms to emulate.
How do you feel? What pose would follow this one? Move to the next
position you imagine in this dance.
3. Indian sculpture tells us about the character or personality of deities
and saints through the use of symbolism—something it has in
common with the religious imagery of Christianity and Buddhism.
(Not all religions communicate visually this way, however. Islam is an
important exception.) For example, the drum seen here is associated
with the rhythm of Shiva’s dance, and the demon underfoot
symbolizes the ignorance and evil that the dance liberates us from.
For a symbol to be effective, it has to be recognized and understood
by many people. Can you think of symbols that you see in your
daily life (for example, school mascots or brand logos)? Choose one
symbol to analyze. What does this symbol communicate? Would its
meaning be accessible to someone from another culture or country or
religion? Why or why not?
4. This figure was made to be carried in a procession through the streets
of a city, where it would have been seen by hundreds of people.
Compare that experience to your own experience with the sculpture
at the Portland Art Museum or on this poster at your school. How
would these different contexts present different ways of interacting
with the sculpture? How would these different contexts affect the
meaning of the sculpture?
portlandartmuseum.org/learn/educators
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